
GRADE- IX
SUBJECT: PHYSICS

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 
(ONLINE/
OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 
EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1 Chapter 8 Motion

Uniform and non 
uniform motion
Distance
Displacement
Velocity
Acceleration
Graphical representation 
of motion

1.   Differentiates rest and motion. 
2.  Compares  uniform and non-uniform 
motion along a straight  line.
3. Identifies motion as a relative  term.
4. Analyses scalar and vector quantities
5. Differentiates distance and displacement.
6. Interprets different graphs.

1.Activity 8.8 in the textbook
2..Make a note interpreting a set of  
given graphs. https://youtu.be/0QVJQ3u7gDI

https://youtu.be/e5Gl2LLLAGo

Online test 1.Make a poster on the real life 
examples of uniform and 
non uniform motion.
2.Extra numerical problems given
 to solve at home

MONTH 2 Chapter 8 Motion
Uniform circular 
motion

Chapter 9 Force 
and Laws of Motion
Balanced and 
unbalanced force
ewton's first law of 
motion

1.Reasons out why uniform circular 
motion is called an accelerated motion.
2.Identifies the cause of motion
3.Lists the characteristics of force.
4.Compares balanced and unbalanced force
5.State Newton’s first law of motion
6.Applies Newton’s first law of motion to 
real life situations.

List the real-world applications of 
circular motion

https://youtu.be/-z5yRYYOxIc

https://youtu.be/LEHR8YQNm_Q

Online test 1. Make a poster on the real life    
applications of Newtons first law of 
motion.  
2.Extra numerical problems given
 to solve at home
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MONTH 3 Chapter 9 Force and 
laws of motion
Newton’s second and 
third laws of motion
Inertia

Chapter 10 Gravitation
Universal law of 
gravitation
Gravity

1.Understands how mass and inertia are 
related
2.Identifies whether momentum is a scalar 
or vector quantity
3.Applies Newton’s second and third laws 
of motion to real life situations.
4.Defines one newton.
5.Derives the Law of Conservation of 
momentum
6.Realizes the importance of Universal Law 
of Gravitation.
7.Expresses that the more mass an object 
has and the closer two objects are to each 
other, the stronger the gravitational pull.
8.Defines gravity as the force of attraction 
between bodies of matter.

Students can watch the video in the 
link and answer the questions asked in 
the video and evaluate themselves.

https://youtu.be/w9VY5RmE8GQ

A PowerPoint presentation on 
the law of conservation of 
momentum.

https://youtu.be/ZvPrn3aBQG8
https://youtu.be/u6rbrFgudLg

 MCQ based 
Online Test

Make a video of any activity to 
demonstrate inertia and write a brief 
explanation of the same.

MONTH 4 Chapter10 Gravitation
Value of g
Freefall

1. Defines acceleration due to gravity and 
writes its unit.
2.Calculate the numerical value of 
acceleration due to gravity.
3.Explains freefall.
4. Describes free fall's effect on a 
falling object
5.Calculate the numerical value of 
acceleration due to gravity.

Students can be asked to calculate the 
values of acceleration due to gravity 
of various planets with their mass and 
radius. They can make it in the form 
of a table and draw conclusions from 
it.

https://youtu.be/K4F5_gaquVY Online Test Extra numerical problems given to 
solve at home

MONTH 5 Chapter10
Gravitation
Mass and weight
Chapter 11
Work,Energy, Power
Kinetic and Potential 
Energy

1.Differentiates mass and weight
2.Realizes that the mass of an object is 
same everywhere.
3.Relates the weight of an object on Earth 
and that on moon
4.Defines the term work
5.Lists the cases when the work done is 
zero
6.Understands how the wind move the 
blades of a wind mill
7.Understands the energy stored in the bow 
of an arrow.
8.Compares the kinetic and potential 
energy

Students can be asked to do activity 
11.8 and make a report.
A discussion can be conducted in the 
class on the topic ‘Would your weight 
change if you are  standing on moon?’

https://youtu.be/IqV5L66EP2E
https://youtu.be/WSY4HzWZIlo
https://youtu.be/7TtU9HlFMqM?

Online test Students can be asked to prepare an 
essay on the topic ‘The meaning of 
work in physics is different from its 
usage in everyday life’ with real life 
examples.


